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About This Game

"I just want to go home..."

 A hand-drawn 3D third-person puzzle-platformer. Control Drew, a lost young girl trying to find her way back home, through a
series of abstract levels requiring you to use clues in the environment to find invisible paths, gaining color to her black-and-

white character as you progress.

 Featuring traditional animation in a fully third-person 3D environment, showing the possibilities of image-based
animation (not relying on 3D models) in any type of game.

 Basic, challenging, yet not frustrating, requiring patience and observation. Consists of short invisible platforming levels
using a variety of visual clues to help the player find their way to the end of each environment, requiring you to look
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before you leap.

 Simple story leading to an emotional conclusion.
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This game has many elements I enjoy. The travel system, story, character progression, rule set. With so much going for it I was
really disappointed with the combat system. While you technically can adjust the settings to be turn-based, its clear the game is
designed around a real-time combat system. The problem is the AI isn't wonderful. I would much prefer a game like this to have
a combat system comparable to Divinity Original Sin, or the pen-and-paper Pathfinder game, focused on turn based combat.
This made the game not enjoyable.. Solid. For shizzle.. Boring, tedious, and overpriced.. Possibly the greatest game in all of
existence.. Dina: i wish they made her stick with smaller breasts, Yael: boring abit...but i only got up to 2 endings, so
yeah...........and was abit annoyed that Yael was trying to get Winter to make an 'exception' if he ever turned back into a guy. i
wish the choices carried over into other character stories- like Dina and Steph being a canon couple,i don't really like that
pairing.

. Beautiful game. Traveling through the quantem world, this game is a whole other world.
+Beautiful design
+Easy to learn
+Lots of secrets
+Hard, yet not punishing
+Don't even know what I am doing half the time
+Long
+Great music
+Level editor (Need to try it myself)
-There are no minuses (Wait, doesn't that create a paradox?). Last update on August 2, 2016, 7 months ago. Not acceptable for
an Early Access game.

Edit July 4, 2017:
I know that they announced an update in May, but according to SteamDB, they still haven't published a new update. Even if they
did, it's been about 9 months without any activity at all.. This is one of the best (and not just best "10\/10 IGN') games of my life
and also one of the most important. I love it just as I love the 40k universe. When I first played it (and I was a young kid) my
brain just exploded with awesomness. The stroryline, the gameplay, the races! Everything is so great in this game! Back in those
days there was nothing better than crushing the enemies of the Emperor under the boots of the mighty Space Marines!

To be honest - there is no other game that is so close to me - I was growing up with it and now I'm am a great fan of this
universe.

Get it, play it and enjoy it. If not - burn you heretical scum!
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This game is fun! its not like some other games now that hold your hand throughout the entire game, instead this game is
challenging and does not hold your hand. If your looking for something challenging to pick up and play, i recommend you check
it out!. The kinda fun you can have on a laptop, even without wifi, it's just a solid experence. I recomend 2-3 hour chuncks to
keep things fresh. :)
Ignore my hours btw Steam disables achevements and play time in offline mode for me :(. Best game ever.. buy it at any cost...
all the things you ever loved about terrence and bud in their moovies have been putted into this game , you cant help but laugh
and smile at all times ,absolutly brilliant , MVP is ANULU ... just brilliant. Really great game reminding me of 'Mindrover:
Europa Project'.
While graphics and sound is mostly utilitarian, but puzzles are challenging and sandbox is pretty enjoyable for experiments.
Sorry to say, but controller and interface is nearly ruining the experience, coz they are terrible.
Anyway this game is worth the full price.. FOR THE LADY!. Not only is this a masterpiece from a technical gaming
perspective it tells the compelling story of some guy doing his best while a dog destroys everything he hols dear. I played a
whole 5 games.. Not what is expected.. This program is far from perfect but it is a good supplement to a kids education.. A
messy and highly disturbed horror game that tells the story of Joe and his troubled wife. The subject of the story can be
considered to be an important and interesting one but in this case badly executed and therefore quite messy. It's not bad but it is
not good.
__________________________________________

No Not Play this game if:
- You expect the same great story as was the "Cat Lady"
- You want a story and an ending(s) that make full sense

Play this game if:
- You are looking for something gory and disturbed (I almost threw up at the "smoothie" part *urk*)
- You want to play a game with strange graphics and animations that makes you feel constantly uneasy and frightened (part of
the horror experience)

Verdict: 5\/10
. The route shows up in my profile(with no Quick Drive), but nowhere else, meaning I cannot play it. Please someone help!
Email me at kshirle2@bulldogs.mgccc.edu
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